Theory and practice at the 'Arabic org': digital technology in contemporary Arab music performance
The synthesizer is ubiquitous on the Arab-American musical s party, and on every recording, the synthesizer sings the ling tional popular music. While the facade and the body of the sy neutral, slick, black plastic and metal technology, the soul of t played by Arab-American musicians, is capable of a compl synthetic, musical idiom. In this article I draw on my experien of the Arabic 'org', commonly known today as 'keyboards', to a modern musical tradition.1 While Western instruments have been enthusiastically ado throughout the Arab world, there has been some debate on th Arab music, particularly their ability to produce the neutralthe Arab modes (maqamat). The Committee on Musical Instrum Congress of 1932, for example, listed among their concerns t European instruments into the Arab instrumentarium and, m introduction of the piano into Arab instrumental ensembles a (Racy 1991, p. 76-7; Fathallah 1992) . During the early twentiet was practical and popular for the performance and teachin and also for the performance of Arab music in certain modes Nahdwand, a mode that is similar in pitch structure to a (Maloof 1917) .2 However, several special experimental piano first decades of the century, some of them equipped with ex and corresponding strings that were tuned to the necessary n the Arab maqamatt.3 While these curious-looking experiment ceeded in main-stream musical practice in the Arab world equipped with levers and dials for 'variant' intonation, ach place in the urban music of the Arab world, particularly Cair in the 1960s (Marcus 1989, p. 243) .
Today, synthesizers, with their enormous resources and ities, have become a standard, if not indispensable, compo performance, both in the Arab world and in Diaspora com am aware, the only places keyboard instruments are not h 345 Rasmussen, Anne K. "Theory and Practice at the 'Arabic Org': Digital Technology in Contemporary Arab Music Performance." Popular Music 15, no. 3 (1996): 345-65
Copyright Cambridge University Press, Reprinted with Permission government-supported ensembles of the Middle East; secondly, i planned and promoted by arts or public sector agencies that receive fu agencies like the National Endowment for the Arts where electronic inst taboo; thirdly, in university or conservatory ensembles; and, final few neo-traditional practitioners in the United States and the Middle recordings serve connoisseurs and 'cross over audiences.'4 Yet in the un real-time realm of Arab-American music, synthesizers reign as the loud most versatile, most expensive, and most powerful instruments.
With their huge sound systems and lively dance tunes, Arab-Ame cians bring to community gatherings an all-encompassing sonic enviro replaces the host culture with the home culture and, perhaps more im facilitates social interaction and personal display though dance. In Ara communities musicians are highly valued as culture brokers. Coplan us 'culture heroes' to describe musicians whose status 'appears to depe effectiveness with which, both on stage and off, they supply valued m cultural identity and change ' (1982, p. 121) .
At first glance we might situate the synthesizer at the head of th towards change as it encourages the fading away of cultural particu embraces the generality of cultural grey-out. However, a closer look r synthesizer players offer fodder for social meanings and practices cen construction of cultural identity. Although wrapped in the internatio of rock music (much of which finds its origins in the latest hits from world), the music performed by synthesizer players constitutes an bouquet of the trademarks of homeland (place), tradition (history), an (origin), with a patchwork of sounds from the collective past. This artic to distill some of the ideas, attitudes and, particularly, questions that the synthesizer and its controversial place in Arab music-making. How synthesizer adapt to the parameters of Arab music performance and h thesizer performance practice shaping Arab musical tradition? How ar ical and cognitive processes involved in playing synthesizers and traditio ments analogous? How do these musicians learn their musical tra non-traditional instrument? How do keyboard players represent, in m and verbal jargon, the constructs of music theory that make their mu might say, 'Arabic? ' The research for this project entails discussion and musical exch musicians as well as the experience of their performance in privat contexts. The musical analysis represented here is the result of a c between myself and the six synthesizer players I know best, rather th independent analysis of recordings. I will now also put my subject self into the picture. Since 1986, when I began researching Arab music, in its manifestations in the United States among Arab-Americans, mented patterns of preservation, adaptation, and innovation in m Although intrigued with popular music, I followed the lead of my firs of Arab music and of the older musicians, whose values about music I came to admire and later adopt for myself, and never really took it seriously. Like many of my Arab-American consultants, and a good number of the scholars whose Copyright Cambridge University Press, Reprinted with Permission techniques and world-view through informal lessons on the Arab lute (the 'fid). I rarely did more than visit politely with players of the 'Arabic org', whose presence I saw as a deterrent rather than an asset to the Arab musical mix. My perspective reflected the contemporary Western critical tradition that searches for identities and expressions that are rooted in some authentic culture. As Chambers points out in his essay on the international language of rock music, this nostalgia for rooted identities characterises so much modern cultural theory and critical thought, from Romanticism to Raymond Williams (Chambers 1993, p. 207) . My attitude was also informed by my own experience as a jazz pianist who at one time made a laborious and sobering decision not to 'go digital'.5 To accept the synthesizer as the dominant and prominent instrument of contemporary Arab popular music was a turning point in my research and may be seen by some as heresy. Yet if we are to document practice as it occurs today, the central role played by the synthesizer in contemporary Arab music performance cannot be ignored.
The Arab-American community
There is a clear and non-contested border between musicians who played what they refer to as 'authentic' Arabic music for their community and a younger group of musicians who played for a polyethnic audience in the public context of the Middle Eastern night-club (Rasmussen 1989 (Rasmussen , 1991 In addition to playing among themselves and solely for their own community events, Arab-American musicians collaborated with musicians of Greek, Turkish, and Armenian origin in the Middle Eastern nightclub ensembles that peppered the American musical landscape, especially during the 1960s and 1970s. This group of 'night-club musicians' incorporated Western instruments, for example, the electric organ or synthesizer, the electric guitar or bass, and saxophones, or trap drums, as adaptive strategies. The synthesizer, or electric organ, was central to their musical and cultural melange. One man described his arrangements as complete with the 'necessary chords' so that the music would not be too 'indigestive' to the American audiences. Another went so far as to create a label for his music: 'Ameraba -music with that Arabic flavour, geared to the American ear' (Rasmussen 1992, p. 70 ) . Although also used in the popular music of the Middle East, the synthesizer carried special status in the United States where it was a summarising symbol of both modernity and American-ness.
Political and cultural factors have effected a musical re-territorialisation during the past decade and polyethnic ensembles of the past are less common today. The Arab-American community has been repopulated, diversified, and reinvigorated during the past twenty years. The community is self-sufficient in many ways. New immi absorbed into family and business networks and endogamous common. There is an impressive number of professional musician from just one of the community's Yellow Pages suggests (see Figure 1 imately 150 professional Arab-American musicians in Detroit, howeve only two or three nay players, two qanu-n players, a few violinists, pe of 'aid players, and a healthy number of percussionists and singers. K the instrument of choice among younger musicians.7 Countless Ar bands in Detroit and across the country feature one or more keyb (each of whom plays two to three different synthesizers mounte stand), a guitar and/or bass player, a drummer on trap drums, one or sionists on Arab instruments (including the darabukkah, riqq and daff only one or two musicians playing acoustic instruments such as the n 'id or violin.
Arab-American musicians take their lead from their musical brothers in the 'homeland' and, in spite of the paucity of traditional musicians in the community, Arab music in Detroit could not be more 'authentic'. The lyrics, the gestures, the dance, the tunes are all straight from the Middle East. The musical path between the old country and the new world is well-worn. Transnational lines of musical communication, facilitated first by 78 rpm discs in the first half of the twentieth century -and more recently by cassettes, video tapes, and cable television -collect and connect this community. These musicians also take their cue from the international soundscape of technologically driven rock and pop music. Top forty, FM rock, 'lite' rap, Latin dance music, and easy listening soul music is served up intermittently by Disc Jockeys during community parties. Audiences, especially adolescents and young adults, are completely bi-musical and comfortably switch between the music, dance, and language codes of contemporary American and How is tradition being digitalised and maintained in the Dia notions of tradition are vitally important? How is instrumental prac music being transferred from a small ensemble of acoustic instrume individual nuance and soloistic textures are premium, to an even sm that consists of several keyboards and a couple of token instrumental of two musicians, both keyboard players, will suggest broader issues through this musical sub-culture, and perhaps to other musical c the adaptation of international technology goes hand in hand with t of new, culture-specific musical practices. Abe Abbas graduated from high school in the Spring of 1994. college close to home so that he can continue to perform with his fa Abbas, a singer and 'aid player of Syrian and Lebanese parents (see F plays a Korg 01W, an instrument that offers the possibility of variab a number of 'ethnic sounds' that can be altered and stored. He also p PSR 6, an instrument that comes complete with built in samples of ments and rhythmic patterns. Abe's Yamaha is assembled in Kuwait uted through community networks in the United States.8 He combin instruments with a drum machine on which he programs the Arab r provide the sonic canvas upon which the rest of the music is layered. with his father, a singer who used to also play the 'aid in the tradit until the time when audiences' tastes began to demand a 'stand-u drummer (playing Arab percussion instruments), and sometimes accompany this duo on their gigs. Thus they travel as a trio or, quartet.
Abdallah and his son and partner, Abe, see changes in musical practice as completely audience-driven. Artistic innovation and aesthetic change originating among audiences rather than among musicians has been a common theme in the discourse of Arab-American musicians for some time, at least since the beginning of my fieldwork. According to this father and son team, audiences want to dance all night, they want fast music, and long sets that have no pauses between songs. They want the music to be loud and lively. Abda demands. 'You are more relaxed after you dance,' he sed how dance is social, cathartic, and fulfilling, in co can be passive and intellectually demanding. Abe wor segues in their sets so that hardly a second of silence profession at present and it is important that they b of contemporary audiences.
Abdallah has a matter-of-fact, historically inform temporary music scene. He was also born in the Un formed and learned music with virtually all of the 'old timers' in the and is, at heart, a self-defined practitioner of tarab music: traditiona that foregrounds modal exposition, development, and modulation in and playing, the juxtaposition of various rhythmic patterns, attention of songs, and the art of instrumental and vocal improvisation. The ta that forms the foundation of Abdallah's musicianship places a pr musical aesthetic of saltannah, a kind of euphoric state in both artist
Although music is their work, Abdallah and Abe talk about their While the younger is a vessel for all of his father's knowledge, p modes and repertoire, he is the first to admit that he likes the 'anything with keyboards and drum machines' (to which Abdallah a friendly tone 'I give him that right'). In resume, Abe demonstrated in this two minute solo: firstly, his a perform as a large ensemble, a rhythm section, and a solo instrumentali an improvisation all in the same musical moment; secondly, the use instrumental timbres for the solo line; and thirdly, the way in which into be adjusted during performance. That afternoon, our most interesting d focused on the topic of intonation and the ability to improvise idiomatica the system of the Arab maqamdt.
Today's digital technology offers limitless tunings and possibilities of tion. Many synthesizers contain software that features 'global' scales, wi 'Turkish 1', 'Turkish 2', 'Javanese 1' and so on. A player can scroll through their options printed on the display screen (VDU, see above, or LCD for liquid crystal display) until they find the one that sounds right. Digital synthesizers also offer the option of creating your own tunings by shaving off or adding even a few cents to any note. In practice, this process is similar to reducing your original on a Xerox machine: you press a button until the desired percentage of reduction appears on the display and then make your copy. With the latter process a musician cannot simply dial a scale; they need to know which notes to 'detune' and by how many cents. 12 It seems that with this research we are in a position to investigate not only the technical capabilities musicians are exploiting but how the experience of using this technology is similar or different from the experience of traditional music performance. As was exemplified in the first performance vignette, Arab music can require frequent shifts in intonation. Modulating 'on the fly' is part of the essence of Arab music, both in precomposed songs, and in improvisation. Thus a keyboard player, or any musician, must not only know how to 'detune' (as one musician put it) notes of a particular maqdm, he must also know how to retune those notes and 'detune' others once 'in flight'. A musician who performs on an acoustic instrument must be able to conceptualise intonation and modulation in his mind's ear. On an aerophone or chordophone, such as the ndy or the 'ild, the correct fingering and/or breath pressure will produce the right note. On the qanun, a performer adjusts small levers ('urub-s or mandal-s) that fulfil the same function as a finger on the neck of a stringed instrument: the levers lengthen or shorten the string.
Variant intonation and modulation
The thought processes and performance practice of qanuin and keyboard p may have some parallels. Retuning during performance is a major technica lenge of traditional qdnun players. Seconds before he plucks an accidental changes a pitch, a qdnun player prepares the string by flipping up or dow levers ('urab-s or mandal-s) with the left hand as he continues the melody l the right. When the left hand is not busy adjusting the tuning it 'ghosts' (a term) the melody an octave below or helps to create a tremolo or an or Like the qdnuin player, a keyboard player must anticipate a change in int dial up the note on the screen, flatten or sharpen it, all with his left han he plays it with his right. Unlike a the qdnin player, the keyboard player will alter the note in question across the keyboard, in every octave, w qadnun player will only alter one note at a time.13 To demonstrate the eas which he could improvise within the system of Arab maqamat during our sions, Abe Abbas performed an extended taqastm during which he mo several times. The discussion revealed a number of significant points.
'What makes it (the keyboard) really, you know, popular with the people is that is has the global tuning, which is the quarter tones,' Abe ex 'Let me get into a global sound, for example.. .' Abe dials up the right tion on his keyboard. Abdallah, who seems impressed with my knowledge of the maqam sy and my ability to recognise various maqamat and variant intonation reminds 'Maybe you know this, the switching shouldn't be noticeable, you should go r into it smoothly.' (See Example 2.) Abdallah takes pride in his son's talent and ability to modulate imperceptib They, as well as other keyboard players, also pointed out that a synthesizer o the possibility of transposition, which is invaluable for today's singers who m only be comfortable singing in certain ranges or keys, or more challenging s who might not even know what key it is that they do sing in.14 How standardised has practice in the domain of intonation become am keyboard players? Although somewhat arbitrary, the '50 cent quarter tone' se to be the norm. Nevertheless the dust has not completely settled around theoretical construct of the 24-tone scale that, first widely publicised in Masha treatise of 1840 (Marcus 1989, pp. 164-9) , now finds a scientific, practical inca tion in the synthesizer. The limitless possibilities of any machine equipped w microtuning would allow for minute variations in tuning; theoretically this fe could allow for different versions of non-diatonic, neutral tones. For exampl E1/2-flat of maqam Rast could be set a bit higher than that of maqam Bayya musicians and theorists have sometimes insisted is the case (Marcus 1989, p 88) . Abdallah, for example, explains that a neutral tone or half-flat is abo and a half cents' higher than the regular flattened interval but that the 50 c on the Korg is 'certainly acceptable'. computer commands, there is what musicians refer to as 'the box'. About the size of a small tissue box, this device has twelve levers, one for each note of the piano. By flipping forwards a switch (for example, the Eb), every Eb on the keyboard is altered to E-neutral or half-flat.'5 'Box' inventor Tom Abraham, an electrical engineer and keyboard player in the Detroit Arab-American community, estimates that there are about 25-30 musicians who use his box in the country. Using MIDI technology, the box eliminates the three or four step process of calling up the note on the VDU and 'detuning' it by 50 cents. One Detroit keyboard player, Ghassan
Shaito, extols the virtues of Abraham's box. When he grew up in Lebanon he played the music of the internationally popular rock group Santana. Ghassan learned Arab music in the United States as a 'second language', and he was playing all the Arab maqimat before he knew their names or how they worked. He told me that at first he was 'scared' to go from one mode to another, but later, with the 'box' it became second nature, 'like shifting gears on a car' (G. Shaito, personal communication, 10 July 1994) (see Figure 3) . As one long-time friend in the community quipped, Abraham's one-step box 'does the sex change on the organ'. Obviously this comment was made in jest, yet the perceived 'specialness' of the Arab maqam system provokes such a radical analogy. Musicians have repeatedly led me to believe that it is necessary to be born into the tradition, that you have to 'feel the quarter-tone', that these special abounds with a plethora of adaptable machinery (both hardware and softwa too varied to enumerate here. Many of these synthesizers come with 'factory p sets' or 'patches' of sampled sounds that range from the Indian sitar to the Isra shofar on the 'authentic end' of the spectrum to 'groan drone' and 'Akhmir's Te under the category of 'synthetic blends' (Proteus/3 Operation Manual, 1993). Some keyboard players buy their equipment new but musicians also recycle equipment, both hardware and software, within the community, so that some o these instruments come already tailor-made for the performance of Arab musi
In order to get the most authentic sounds from 'over there', one young Ne England musician brings formatted discs to concerts of musicians touring from overseas and copies the custom-tailored patches of Beirut keyboard players Among the most important and perhaps standard elements of performance pra tice is to be able to use and alter the various factory presets. One musicia explained that his instrument is high-powered but that the sounds coming from the company are not 'suitable for each culture'. 'Even people of the same cultur have different tastes,' he elaborated. The preparation of a synthesizer is 'like deco ating your house. Every one has the same idea but they all do it in differe ways' (W. Mustafa, personal communication, 3 July 1994) . All the keyboard playe interviewed echoed this sentiment. Altering the frequency (pitch), wave sh (timbre), and envelope (nature of the attack and decay) and being able to variab split your keyboard or keyboards to create an ensemble of sounds are necessary tricks of the trade.
'Organised' music Another consultant for this project, who is a model of ingenuity in the emerge Arab-American keyboard tradition, is Majid Kakka. Majid is the lead singer a instrumentalist of The Bells Band, the most popular Iraqi band in Detroit, if no the United States (see Figure 4) . Born in 1959, he came to the United States 1981 with his family after brief sojourns in Italy, Yugoslavia and Greece. W keyboard, computer, and digital sampling equipment worth about 80,000 dollars in the basement studio of his house, Majid Kakka is an exemplar of moderni professionalism, and, as he calls it, 'organised music' for the many less experien Ten years later when he emigrated to the United States, he was unable t succeed in rock and roll. 'Believe me,' Majid insisted, 'we were very professional with the heavy metal music, but we couldn't get [a] job. Maybe it was the black hair we got. Maybe it was because we were foreigners. All they wanted wa blondies for Heavy Metal.' To counterbalance his rejection from the America musical mainstream, Majid found a huge community of Iraqis starved for th music they never heard: music from 'back home'. When he introduced his 'organised music', Majid explained, 'there were no more jokes'. He put modern Iraqi Chaldean music on the map. The Bells Band features Majid with an array of keyboards and two 'drummers' who play digital pads.
Majid has 500 megabytes of information in his keyboard with over 2,500 samples that he has taken himself. He has sampled all of the older master musicians in town, that is to say, the handful who actually play traditional music on acoustic instruments. He boasts that he has all of them (the musicians ) in hi keyboard and can conjure them up with the push of a few buttons. Majid sees hi work as a business. References to 'marketing' his music and his 'high end digital samples' were frequent in our many hours of conversation.
I watched The Bells Band, impeccably dressed in black tuxedos, entertaining at the party after a wedding. Although Majid stood behind a set of three key boards, mounted on a stand and next to a four-foot stack of computerised compon Majid was flanked by the two other members of The Bells Band, both wearing cordless headset microphones and playing digital drum pads with trap set sticks.
One of the 'drummers' had a cymbal mounted on his 'rig', which was the only non-electronic instrument on the stage. To compliment Majid's funky, folky solo line, one of the drummers played a dazzling solo on one of his pads that produces the sampled sound of the zambur (also kashba or kishba) (Qassim Hassan 1984, p. 423) . Indigenous to the rural regions of Iraq, and traditionally played by Gypsies (although later urbanised), the zambur is a narrow, single-headed drum that produces a high pitch and is played in a style that features rapid-fire soloistic spurts of rhythm (as opposed to outlining a rhythmic pattern).17
The mijwiz and the zambur are instruments that very few people play but whose sound is indispensable to contemporary practice with its nostalgic emphasis on folk music and dance genres. At Arab community events, the sound of the mijwiz is practically inseparable from the robust movement of the dabkah; the music and dance are a 'packaged deal'. The sound of the mijwiz, or the double reed oboe, the mizmar or zamr, with their reedy, nasal, simultaneously obnoxious and intoxicating persistence, their endless, repetitive, non-diatonic melodic lines spun out (traditionally with the technique of circular breathing), has always been part of the collective soundscape. Although in the United States the instruments themselves have been uncommon throughout the century, their sounds have been invoked with special tuning and techniques on the violin (Rasmussen 1991, p. 226) , reproduced on the sax (Rasmussen 1992, pp. 71, 74) or, as is predominantly the case today, sampled or approximated on the synthesizer. When the the timbre, style, and groove of these folk instruments are in reinvented performance, digital musicians evoke the ethos of tradition and celebration.18
The synthesizer and contested modernities When queried about keyboards, antithetical sensibilities abound among performers and audiences of the Arab-American scene. Varying opinions about the synthesizer reveal an instrument with multiple identities. Four excerpts from the discourse of musicians and community members illustrate the point.
First, we return to the seasoned perspective of Abdallah Abbas, the senior member of the father/son duo profiled at the beginning of the article:
In the United States, we couldn't live without it. A keyboard player can sound like a full orchestra, all of the particular timbres of the Arab firqah Copyright Cambridge University Press, Reprinted with Permission of twentieth-century urban Arab music. Since the expanse of the trad to five instrument takht ensemble to the larger and more catholic firqah, an larly with the compositional techniques advanced by Egyptian compos mad 'Abd al-Wahhab, a variety of instruments may be used sparing solo spots within a composition. Thus, a very exposed electric guitar li dion solo may, after its prominent moment in the sonic spotlight, dis the orchestral mix for the rest of the performance. In addition to cr aural illusion of Arab traditional instruments such as the qanin, 'id, or synthesizer puts an orchestra of soloists at a player's fingertips withou of paying the piper or rehearsing the band. Second, we hear from an Arab-American writer of international r reflected upon the topic in an e-mail message he sent to me:
Another aspect, which interests me the most is the death of the traditional player and the emergence of the synthesized one-man-band. The synthesizer is contribution of Egyptian trashy musicians of the late seventies. How signifi September 1994) This assessment of the introduction of synthesizers into Arab music re the sentiments, even if involuntary, of many intellectuals and ethnomu That the synthesizer be the 'dubious contribution' of 'trashy mus modern practices with the cheapening, dilution or abuse of trad reminded of my vantage point at earlier stages of my fieldwork and my innate drive to find identities that were framed by performance an authenticity (see also Chambers 1993) . The maintenance of tradit musical ways of the old world may, however, be an option that is not o able to the average 20-year-old Arab-American male, but something se pletely undesirable and oppressive (see also Coplan 1991, pp. 36-40) situation from a different perspective, the precise imitation of keybo from Lebanon and Egypt may be the most traditional and authentic g Arab-American musicians can make.
The third testimony comes from Majid Kakka, who, responding to my q tion, muses about opening a music school in the future: This school's gonna be unique. The school will be teaching students the Arabic through the digital era. The musicians will learn through the digital keyboard but n old instruments. Who would be interested in playing Arab instruments anyway? If a choice between the guitar and the banjo, which do you think an American kid choose? He'd say: 'What the hell am I going to do with a banjo? American folklore m No no, I'll play the guitar.' (7 July 1994) Majid Kakka presents a completely relevant American analogy. The relatively young Americans who do play the banjo are more likely to be involved in m fusion and revival than they are in directly carrying on the musical practice their grandparents. This speaker is not interested in abandoning his traditio the contrary, with his efforts to market his 'high-end samples' and his plans Arab music CD ROM project, he seeks to bring his music to the widest po audience through the most modern and technologically advanced means.
Kakka's words illustrate the multivalence of musical symbols in public perfo ance. Musicians bring all kinds of symbols to their audiences and the music t provide is an important tool in the construction of identity, particularly in Diaspora. Performance is public display and instruments, because they are ite Copyright Cambridge University Press, Reprinted with Permission of material culture, connote explicit identity in the same way that skin colour or hair texture do. What you play shows others in a positive, non-confrontational way who you are. Standing behind a three-tiered set of keyboards proclaims economic security and international savoir-faire. The ability to manipulate an instrument such as the Korg 01W is an indication of musical literacy that is accompanied by irrefutable prestige. Finally, in conclusion, a word from one of the most prominent musicians of Arab heritage in the United States:
I'm sorry to say it -in Lebanon we have a saying 'Al-hamar bidu al-bayyanu' -'the Jackass plays the piano'. [On the synthesizer] the notes are all right there -all you have to do is press your finger down 'tap, tap tap'. With a violin, or an 'tid or a nay -you have to find the tune with your fingers. (4 July 1994) This musician, who actually uses a synthesizer in his band, believes that the instrument is useful for the imitation of the saxophone or accordion. He maintains, however, that it is no good in place of the 'aid or nay. During our conversations, he suggested that acoustic music is an period of dormancy and that its return to the forefront is inevitable.
The first three speakers voice the way things are; the last voice is perhaps the most prophetic, foreshadowing the way things might be. If the actors in this musical sub-culture are indeed members of an international musical community that speak the global language of rock and rop, the revisionist move of Western rock and roll practitioners to 'unplug' may be forthcoming on the Arab music horizon.'9 The final speaker, who predicts the imminent return of real instruments, might well agree with one of the engineers interviewed for Porcello's research (1991) on the practice and ethics of digital audio-sampling: 'I have less bands coming in who want sequencing or sampling, because it has no feel. If it moves you, it moves you. If it doesn't, it's probably sampled ' (Brewer [pseudonym] quoted in Porcello 1991, p. 75) . Even the most knowledgeable keyboard players will reveal their digital disguise because their instruments simply are not capable of so many of the idiosyncratic qualities and imperfections of acoustic instruments and the kinaesthetic limitations of the human beings who play them. The momentary double stop of the violin, the sympathetic resonance created by an echoing lower open string on the 'ad, the burst of energy in a musical phrase of the mijwiz that follows strategically placed technique of circular breathing are all shades of musical colour that make Arab music affective, or, in Brewer's words, 'moving'. If 'unplugging' occurs perhaps the synthesizer will have served as a kind of incubator, storing acoustic sounds for their eventual renewal by a new generation of inquisitive instrumentalists.
The enthusiastic embrace of the synthesizer may be explained by a number of factors, in particular, access to capital in the United States, the experience of rock and pop music on the part of contemporary musicians, and the desire to play a technologically sophisticated instrument of international repute. Although representative of incontestable change, the synthesizer is also a repository of the illusive rooted identities that scholars and community members inevitably crave. Keyboard players curate, collect, and store in their digital museums an array of sonic artefacts that may be called forth and set into action in the context of public ceremony and celebration. Such sonic artefacts are represented acoustically in the sampled timbre of the Arab 'ad, the horn patch copied onto disc from a touring The qualities of polyphony in ensembles that use synthesizers are fascinating. I treat the topic of polyphony in an article (Rasmussen 1992) The drum is about 18 inches tall and only about 3 to 5 inches in diameter. In traditional performance practice the head is stretched by applying pressure with the thumbs to the middle until a buzz is produced when the head is struck.
18. See Racy's article for attitudes surrounding the mijwiz (1994, pp. 49-53 
